
At the height of the pandemic, local music shop High Strung
Violins & Guitars reached out to Net Friends with an urgent
concern. Pandemic restrictions were preventing students
from coming to the store for music lessons, and this was a
substantial source of revenue. High Strung did not have the
technology setup to offer lessons over the internet.

It was vital for High Strung to offer private music lessons
over video streaming, but they didn’t have the networking
hardware to make it work.

The business occupied two buildings, only one of which
was wired for phone and internet
Wireless telephone and internet penetration into the
second building was unreliable
Telephony was via analog landline phones, and current
networking equipment was similarly obsolete
Workstations weren’t being backed up, risking data loss

When Net Friends arrived at High Strung for a site inspection,
IT experts discovered that the situation was serious:

To reduce the risks of High Strung losing more revenue, they
need to be equipped with cutting-edge networking
hardware at an affordable price.

With modern wi-fi and a reliable firewall, they would be able
to run their computers, phones, and video music lessons over
one network from either building, giving them maximum
flexibility and world-class security. However, the upfront
costs for this equipment were prohibitive for a small
business watching revenue drop every week as pandemic
restrictions remained fixed.

AT A GLANCE

Enterprise-Grade Hardware (without the hefty price tag) — Every business deserves a
reliable and affordable network. High Strung now enjoys best-in-class, enterprise-grade
network equipment from leading technology vendors.
Network Support — Net Friends lifted the burden of network infrastructure maintenance
and monitoring off the shoulders of High Strung's business owners.
Rock Solid Reliability — By aligning High Strung's IT environment with Net Friends’
Technology Stack, lingering fears of an existential crisis became a thing of the past.

Budget constraints are a common roadblock for small
businesses in need of technology upgrades.
In response, Net Friends developed the ideal solution:  NetCore Elements, an innovative
leasing program for network hardware. Net Friends selects best-of-breed devices from
cutting-edge tech companies like Aruba Networks. They then procure equipment in bulk
and bundle them with essential licenses and services. Most of these products are
exclusively offered to enterprises, and typically not available to small businesses.

With NetCore Elements, small businesses can now deploy next-gen hardware from
networking giants, including enterprise-grade firewalls, switches, access points, and
backup power, while financing the complete network solution in monthly installments for
the service life of the equipment. The contract includes comprehensive support and
management from local experts, so customers will never be on hold with a distant call
center. This was undoubtably the perfect match for High Strung's burgeoning situation.

With a high-powered wireless network in place, High Strung transitioned to a modern
internet-based phone system—with smart menus to never miss an incoming call again. With
their cost savings, High Strung was able to upgrade their workstations and install video
equipment. Net Friends also helped office staff set up reliable cloud backups to protect
critical point-of-sale data. Soon, students were enjoying remote music lessons and High
Strung staff were back in high spirits.

With NetCore Elements' Managed Infrastructure Services, High Strung gained:

CASE STUDY

CHALLENGES
Unreliable Telephone/Internet
Penetration in One of Two Buildings
No Video Streaming Solution to
Reach Customers for Online Lessons
Missing Critical Backup Solution

BENEFITS
Affordable Enterprise-Grade
Technology & Network Management
Modern Internet Improvements
Video Conferencing Capabilities &
Remote Learning Solution for Clients
Cloud Backups for POS Systems
New Internet-Based Phone System

Winner of several “Best in the Triangle”
awards, High Strung Violins & Guitars has
been a local Durham institution for 15+ years.
As a key fixture to the Triangle’s classical &
folk music scene, Net Friends resolved to help
this local business withstand turbulent times.

"One of our buildings is 100 years
old, so we struggled with phone
reception. With the new internet
system, our phones work seamlessly
and we couldn’t be more pleased.”

GAIL STEWART & WILL POSTLETHWAIT
High Strung Violins & Guitars

WATCH VIDEO TESTIMONIAL

https://www.netfriends.com/services/managed-it-infrastructure
https://www.netfriends.com/services/managed-it-infrastructure
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/otF1R6v24-A
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/otF1R6v24-A

